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Easy TV Product Key PC/Windows (Latest)

It is a program that lets
you view and manage your

televised entertainment:
live television, video on

demand and online
content from different

regions of the world. The
application is compatible

with many different
Internet television services
and provide the ability to
pause and play streams. In
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addition, it is fully
customizable, allowing the
user to change the default
appearance, as well as the
list of selected stations.

Because is free, it is
available for users on both

desktop and mobile
devices. Key features: *
Support of live, video on

demand and online
streams. * Add new

channels to favourites
list.* Change default

appearance.* Rerecognize
screen, so you can change
list of selected stations.*
Use the mouse to create
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and manage your favourite
channel.* Fully

customizable. * Share and
synchronize your

favourites lists. * Play the
streams with automatic
pausing, or manually

control it. * Downloads
programs from selected

servers without any
additional software.

PROS: * Lives streams
are automatically

recognized and added to
your favourites list. * Fast

and easy to use, the
application does not need
extra installation. * The
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application works well on
all Windows versions. *

Very easy to use, thanks to
its clean and intuitive
interface. * Shows the

channel details, including
the stream title, date
created and status. *
Includes an effective

station editor that allows
to add new channels, plus
to change existing ones. *

Easy TV has no
configuration, making it
really easy to use. * Fast
downloads from various

servers, without any
additional installation.
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CONS: * The application
lists many popular

channels as not available,
although they are

available. * The list of
available online TV

stations is not completely
correct, but it still works

ok most of the time. * The
program offers an instant
access to TV stations, but
a lot of popular streams

are missing from the list.
* Allows to play streamed

files with automatic
pausing, but does not

allow the user to control
the playback manually. *
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The user does not have the
ability to add stations to

the favourites list.
Channels are listed by
country, which can be
manually changed by

clicking on the country
and then choose another.
How to Watch TV With
Open TV Open TV is a

handy program that allows
its user to view online TV

channels from multiple
different countries. All the
user needs to get started is

to find an Internet
television service. Once
done, Open TV will let
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you find and watch the
selected channel right

away. Besides all the usual
information offered by

the

Easy TV Crack +

Easy TV is a freeware
application that lets you
watch online television
with ease, offering a
comprehensive list of

channels from multiple
countries of the world.

The application is pretty
easy to use and that

happens especially thanks
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to the user friendly
interface that provides

instant access to the
available TV stations.

Channels are listed, as we
said, by country, so it's

pretty easy to find the one
you're looking for. Plus,
you can add some of the
stations to favorites, so

playing the same stream at
a later date is even easier.

Besides the fact that it
shows ads right in the

main window, Easy TV
also displays station

information, with details
such as category, website,
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created and played date
and schedule. Plus, there
are the common video

controls, such as stop and
mute, as well as a volume
slider to adjust volume on

the go. Another useful
feature of the program is
the station editor which

gives you the power to add
new stations to the list,
with required details

including URL, website,
comment and bitrate. Easy

TV works okay most of
the time, but many of the

available streams are
down. In addition, there
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are many popular channels
missing from the list and
although the app lets you

add your very own entries,
it's a pain in the neck for

every user to do that
manually. The amount of
needed resources is low

and Easy TV has
absolutely no problem to

run on all Windows
versions on the market.
Overall, Easy TV is a

handy piece of software,
but it needs a major

update, not only to remove
the dead links, but to also

expand the station list.
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Easy TV Screenshots: The
Easy TV Easy to Use

Expert Review - Updated!
Easy TV is a free, easy to
use application that lets
you quickly search for

online television networks
in over 180 countries and
watch them without the
need to download them.

Easy to use interface Easy
TV is a user friendly

application that comes
with a very simple

interface that requires
very little skills to use. In

the main area of the
application, an archive of
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all the available stations is
displayed. There is also a

section that shows the
available information for
each listed station, this

includes the description,
the way to add the station

to favorites, play the
channel, as well as the

channel category. Besides
all this, there are some

very useful control
elements, such as a search

box, a refresh button to
check the latest updates
on the programs and the

favorites manager. Search
capabilities The search
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Easy TV With Key

Easy TV (tm) is a free TV-
streaming program which
helps you to search for
and watch movies, TV-
shows and live sports via
your favorite channels -
worldwide. No
registration, no fees, no
catches. EasyTV gives you
the possibility to watch
TV-channels without any
commercials for a really
good price. All you need
is a free account, an
HTML-browser and our
application which
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integrates the TV-services
of your favourite
websites. The program
consists of 2 parts, a
streaming software that
requires no installation
and a collection of TV
channels organized by
country. Please note that
this application is
designed to work with all
HTML-browsers, for
example Microsoft
Internet Explorer.
However we can not
guarantee that it will
always work correctly
with other browsers. List
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of features: * Stream all
channels from all
countries* No registration
required* Visit all
websites a channel is
available on (no more
dead links!)* Added and
updated TV-channels
manually or
automatically* Dynamic
channel-list - according to
the last list you have
entered* Ability to add
own websites to your
favorites - very easy with
no limitations* Automatic
update via internet* One-
click access to all TV-
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channels via Custom
Lists* A comprehensive
search and filter
possibility (categories,
channels, shows, days,
months)* Playback of
files and videos (youtube,
vimeo, hulu etc.)* Add or
delete programs with just
one click* Right-click on
any displayed channel to
start a new stream*
Playback of programs and
live-streams from
websites (youtube,
live365, hulu etc.)*
Playback of audio and
video files (mp3, wma,
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wav, mpeg etc.)* Full-
screen TV-channels*
Browse your favorites
with a tree view (also on
local drives)* Stream
UpTo 500 channels
(depending on your plan)*
Stream A maximum of 10
channels simultaneously
per connection* Option to
auto-watch or auto-record
channels* Channel list can
be sorted (category,
channel, last viewed etc.)*
Option to watch TV and
Record TV at the same
time Enjoy your TV-
streaming in your home
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wherever you want to
watch! And if you want to
be even more independent
and watch your favorite
channels in the
background of your
computer, we provide this
free service - for the first
4 months only. Extreme
Wallpapering PPC
software is an advanced
wallpaper installation tool
for Windows. It allows
you to create your own

What's New in the?

Easy TV is a freeware
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program that lets you
watch online television
with ease, offering a
comprehensive list of
channels from multiple
countries of the world.
The application is pretty
easy to use and that
happens especially thanks
to the user friendly
interface that provides
instant access to the
available TV stations.
Channels are listed, as we
said, by country, so it's
pretty easy to find the one
you're looking for. Plus,
you can add some of the
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stations to favorites, so
playing the same stream at
a later date is even easier.
Besides the fact that it
shows ads right in the
main window, Easy TV
also displays station
information, with details
such as category, website,
created and played date
and schedule. Plus, there
are the common video
controls, such as stop and
mute, as well as a volume
slider to adjust volume on
the go. Another useful
feature of the program is
the station editor which
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gives you the power to add
new stations to the list,
with required details
including URL, website,
comment and bitrate. Easy
TV works okay most of
the time, but many of the
available streams are
down. In addition, there
are many popular channels
missing from the list and
although the app lets you
add your very own entries,
it's a pain in the neck for
every user to do that
manually. The amount of
needed resources is low
and Easy TV has
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absolutely no problem to
run on all Windows
versions on the market.
Overall, Easy TV is a
handy piece of software,
but it needs a major
update, not only to remove
the dead links, but to also
expand the station list.
Hangout Music Player is a
free alternative to Apple's
iTunes. While lacking
more advanced features,
the app can do what most
people expect from it: It's
free, fast, easy to use. The
app can be found in
Google Play and iTunes
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and works on Windows 8,
Windows 7, Windows XP
and Vista. Best
Alternative to iTunes To
be fair, Hangout Music
Player's interface is less
attractive than the one of
iTunes, but some of the
features are actually better
than in iTunes. From that
point of view, it could be
considered the best
alternative to iTunes for
Windows and Mac.
Hangout Music Player
Description: Hangout
Music Player is a free
alternative to Apple's
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iTunes. While lacking
more advanced features,
the app can do what most
people expect from it: It's
free, fast, easy to use. The
app can be
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Mac: OS X
10.7.0 Lion or higher
iPad: iOS 5.0.1 or higher
iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4 or
iPhone 4S Supported
Platforms: Mac: OS X
10.9 and above iPad: iOS
7.0 and above iPhone: iOS
7.0 and above
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